
PRESS RELEASE FOR IMMEDIATE URGENT RELEASE!!

PRESS CONFERENCE ANNOUNCED "DJ ADONI AND FRIENDS"

The Press Conference will be this Tuesday, August 31 at the Lobby of the UNITED
PALACE, 4pm, New York City and will be attended by the phenomenon of the moment DJ
ADONI!

NY, UNITED STATES:
Attention! After a long wait for the New York public, to see a great show of the phenomenon
of the moment DJ ADONI, is inviting all Journalists, Influencers, Bloggers from NYC,
Tuesday, August 31, 4:00 pm. You join us in the UNITED PALACE and meet DJ ADONI
and his special guests, who will be announcing his great concert “DJ ADONI Y SUS
AMIGOS”.  Remembers, it’s Tuesday, August 31st, the day after tomorrow at 4pm at the
LOBBY OF THE UNITED PALACE, all the details of the great event "ADONI AND HIS
FRIENDS" will be announced. The concert will take place on October 16 at the UNITED
PALACE, where DJ ADONI, will be accompanied by great stars of music, and of course
those names will be known this Tuesday, August 31, 2021, so please do not miss it, we are
waiting for you to share this important news of this Phenomenon in the world of
entertainment together.

DJ ADONI, a star who was born from the heart of the Dominican people and is now known
throughout the USA and Latin America, DJ ADONI, is the sensation of the moment, his
charisma radiates and infects all music lovers who listen or witness his presentations live.
About DJ ADONI, we could say that it is one of those phenomenon that are born in the
world of entertainment, from time to time, and that it has something that cannot be bought
with money, or with propaganda, it’s his charisma, his organic, simple and humble
something that differentiates it from the others.

For us it is a Dominican pride, because there is no mass presentation that does not carry
the flag of the Dominican Republic or that mentions the country of origin of it.  This event
that will be held on October 16 "ADONI Y SUS AMIGOS", promises to be one of the largest
and most emblematic events in Latin music.

Thursday, September 2nd Presales, Friday, September 3rd tickets will officially go on sale.
Go to Boletos Express to purchase tickets, https://www.boletosexpress.com/dj-adoni/60509/



It is important that all the press, bloggers, broadcasters, and influencers meet this Tuesday,
August 31 at the UNITED PALACE, because that day DJ ADONI will tell us about all those
projects that are approaching in his ascending artistic career, and they will also know first-
hand everything related to his collaboration with the famous Boricua artist “FARRUCO”.

 
 
 

What: "DJ ADONI AND FRIENDS" CONCERT ANNOUNCED AT THE PRESS
CONFERENCE WITH DJ ADONI

 
When: Tuesday, August 31, 2021

Time: 4pm
Where: LOBBY UNITED PALACE, 4140 Broadway, NY, NY 10033

 
 

For more information:
 

Debbie Medina
Zamora Entertainment

646.785.6749
dmedina@zamorausa.com

 
Jose Rosario

Publicist DJ ADONI
786-470-0756

rosarioventuraj@gmail.com
 
 



About United Palace:
The United Palace is a spectacular theatre in the Washington Heights neighborhood of
Northern Manhattan that is owned by the nondenominational United Palace of Spiritual
Arts,which fosters personal growth by uniting spirituality, art, entertainment, and community.
The building has been in continuous operation for 91 years. The history of the United
Palace begins in 1930 when it opened as one of five Loew’s “Wonder Theatres,” premiere
vaudeville and movie houses located in four boroughs and New Jersey. The outrageously
ornate architecture was designed by noted architect Thomas Lamb (Cort Theater, the
former Ziegfeld Theatre) and decorative specialist Harold Rambusch (Waldorf Astoria,
Radio City Music Hall). Noted architecture critic David Dunlap described the ornate interior
as
“Byzantine-Romanesque-Indo-Hindu-Sino-Moorish-Persian-Eclectic-Rococo-Deco.”
 
With nearly 3,400 seats the United Palace is Manhattan’s 4th largest theatre. It hosts
concerts (Lenny Kravitz, Ms. Lauryn Hill, Bad Bunny, Trey Anastasio), film shoots (SNL with
J. Lo, “John Wick 3,” Lin-Manuel Miranda and AmEx), movie premieres (“Mary Poppins
Returns,” “In the Heights,” “High Strung - Free Dance”), and other corporate and community
events. The in-house selection of state-of-the-art technology updates the 1930 opulence for
21st century audiences.
 
In 1969 the building was purchased by an organization now known as the United Palace of
Spiritual Arts. It continues to honor the theatre’s history by producing and presenting both
sacred and entertaining experiences, touching audiences from around the corner and
around the world. Online offerings include weekly services on the Power of Spiritual Artistry,
in-depth conversations about the world’s great wisdom traditions – from the Abrahamic
religions to Zoroastrianism – and personalized introductions to astrology, tarot, shamanism,
goddesses, and other belief systems. The Sanctuary of Spirituality is located in the Grand
Foyer and also available for private contemplation online 24 hours a day. UPSA believes
Spiritual Artistry is the full realization of all that it means to be alive; every human being is a
Spiritual Artist.


